Premium Dash Decals
Basic Instructions for PDD Paint mask kit
----------------------------------------Preparation
----------Remove all needles from gauges. Speedometer needles can be removed by by twisting
the needle CW or CCW while holding the needle stem (attached to the "speed bell")
firmly. Gauge needles are removed by lifting the manipulating the movement hooks
that hold the needle to remove the lower hook out of the needle and rotate needle
to remove from gauge. Use a pair of scissors to support and lift off Clock hands.
Remove old paint with solvent (bead blasting optional only for heavily rusted
pieces) or Sanding down to a smooth movement, If leaving Gauge faces on movements
cover/mask movements for entire process.
*Note Ammeters have ALUMINUM faces do not bead blast, or apply excessive force.
Painting
-------1. Paint Gauge faces Krylon Flat black rust paint or equivelant. Ensure thourough
dry time. Ensure surface is satisfactory before proceeding.
2. Apply the Paint masks on to the faces holding each one flat and even. set down
gently and you can manouver them to the exact right position. If applying a Clock
or Tach face you will also use the little pieces of Mask to fill in the holes of
numbers and letters, use a small knife to install these pieces.
3. Thouoghly press down to seal each paint mask.
4. Mask all edges and the backsides of any holes with masking tape *critical*
5. Using an airbrush spray Testors flat white paint in two or three very light
coats on exposed areas you want to paint.
Prefered technique is to allow final coat to flash off and prepare carefully to
remove paint masks before the paint fully dries, this ensures clean paint lines.
if results are acheived, set faces aside to fully dry before handling, avoid
excessive handling to preseve finish.
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